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WHAT WE ARE HEARING FROM MUSEUMS

Challenges: 

We can’t access our files 
because they are all hosted on 
our work computers in the office. 

With colleagues working from 
home, it’s a challenge to 
collaborate and communicate.

COVID hit our budget. We have 
limited resources.

We had to stop or scale back 
in-person exhibits and 
programming. 
 

Solutions:

Shift to digital collection 
management systems so info can be 
accessed anywhere, on any device.

Adapting to new platforms that 
enable remote collaboration – 
whether you’re in the office or not. 

Finding ways  to fundraise online. 
Shifting to more affordable platforms. 

Engaging with new communities as 
exhibitions and collections are 
brought online.

So
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WORKING STRATEGIES:

REMOTE, HYBRID OR IN-PERSON?

Is the culture you had, and perhaps want to preserve, the 
right culture for this new environment?
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Hybrid

Pros.

Flexibility: get benefits of 
remote and in-person.

Give a “breather” - 
work/life balance.

Cons

Coordination challenges: 
hard to overlap, stress on 

managers. 

Create status tiers & 
inequities for those who 
are in-office more often

Everything is scheduled.

Remote

Pros

Keep staff healthy

Assist with recruitment   
and retention.

Minimize inequities 
compared to hybrid

Co-working as solution.

Cons

Fear of engagement and 
loyalty waning

Challenge to establish 
sense of belonging

In-person

Pros

Known expectations.

In-person connections & 
collaboration.

Impromptu/serendipitous 
meetings

Cons

Less flexibility. 

Lose what made remote 
special (no commute, 

independence)

Limited access to talent.
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Office-centric

Fully flexible

Remote-ish / remote-friendly

Hybrid remote-office

Remote first (empower vs. merely 
allowing)

Learn more.

Types of Hybrid 
Work Models

There isn’t just one...
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https://www.inc.com/rebecca-hinds/the-5-hybrid-remote-works-models-for-your-business.html


What does working in the office accomplish?
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Factors to weigh when considering a hybrid model

The nature of the employees' work and the specific jobs they perform. 

Who spends most of their time by themselves at their desks? Who needs access to 
objects? Who needs to collaborate and build relationships? Conservators vs. Curators | 
Museum Ed vs. Development | Security vs. Finance

Personality 

The reality is that some people don’t work well remotely; they need human interaction. 
During COVID they felt “stuck at home.” Whereas others may be more intrinsically 
motivated and have passions outside of the office. 

Home set up

Some staff don’t have the luxury of a home office. Or, may have additional family 
members at home. 
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Employee tenure or experience level. 

New hires or recent promoted may need to be onsite. The Conference Board report noted 
that "leaders will now need to ensure that all [employees] have a sense of belonging and that 
no group is more valued, supported or developed than another."

Age 

Members of Generation Z—the oldest of whom were born in 1997—in general prefer being in 
the office, various surveys have shown. They are new to the professional work world, and 
their social life often is intertwined with work. 

Remember to listen: "Take real stock [of] what your employees are asking," Caglar advises 
employers, "and how you can [accommodate them] without hurting your [organization’s] 
performance." Recognize that some people don't need to be in the office.

Factors continued
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https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-news/pages/remote-workers-not-comfortable-returning-to-office.aspx
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MAKING HYBRID WORK
Or honestly, any type of model...
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Artwork Archive is an 
online art collection 
management system 
used by organizations, 
individual collectors and 
artists to organize, 
manage, and showcase 
their artworks. 
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ONLINE TOOLS FOR OUR NEW NORMAL

➔ SAVE TIME
➔ COMMUNICATE CLEARLY
➔ COLLABORATE EASILY
➔ BE PREPARED
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Make information accessible and collaborate 
remotely

Never lose track: Centralize all 
of your artwork details, images, 
contacts & documents in one 
place. Easily find info you need.

Always be prepared: Have 
details at the ready for your 
board and staff, the press, 
insurance claims, tax season.

Don’t rely on being physically 
on location: Access from 
anywhere on any device.
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Share information, 
often

Generate inventory lists

Produce portfolio pages

Create maintenance reports

Use Private Rooms

Make wall & address labels

Create exhibition reports

Create QR code labels

Prove your value and impact to 
stakeholders and decision 
makers.

Coordinate loans and 
donations.

Produce educational materials 
for classes, local school groups 
and community members.

Share out information to 
researchers. 
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Always have contacts on hand
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Within Location records you can:

● Add sub-locations
● Attach documents like floor 

plans, press releases, etc.
● Track the works located 

there and their value
● Create wall labels

Stop the “art scavenger hunt”

Always know where your artwork 
is: Have artwork across campus? 
Is it on loan? In storage? Track its 
location.

Track sub locations: Know what 
drawer within storage the print 
lives. Know what building has the 
watercolor painting. 
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Location record from The Marjorie Barrick Museum of Art
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Record and schedule 
maintenance

Create condition and 
maintenance records: 
Record the conservation 
done, who did it, and how 
much it cost. Upload files.

Schedule upcoming 
conservation efforts

Coordinate with your 
conservator

Track maintenance cost. 
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Set it, to forget it

Add custom reminders: 
Never miss a beat...or a 
deadline. Identify 
important to-do’s.

Keep everyone on task: 
View your upcoming 
projects.

Sync with your calendar.

Receive weekly emails.
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Keep intern and volunteers busy by 
coordinating projects on and off-site.
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THE HYBRID MODEL FOR YOUR AUDIENCES
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Artwork Archive Public Profile and Website Embed
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Promote your artists
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Online exhibits: 
clicks are the new footprints
Online exhibits provide access and 

engage new audiences. 

The focus is reaching out rather than 

bringing in.

Use online tools for seamless project 

management on and off-site

So, how do we  measure the impact 

of the digital world?  
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STRATEGIES FOR 

FUNDRAISING ONLINE
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Shifting to digital events
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Create VIP opportunities in the cloud

Provide virtual sneak-peeks to 
exhibitions and programming.

Curate Private Rooms and 
release before the exhibit 
opens. 

Create and share directly from 
your art collection inventory. 
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Make (online) sales easier and faster
Use a virtual platform to sell art and reproductions, accept 

donations, generate invoices, and process payments online. 

Online invoicing: Seamlessly send branded invoices, include 

discounts, and add custom notes and headers

Purchase requests: Have a direct line from interested buyers 

through Artwork Archive's Public Profile, Private Rooms, or Embed 

to make Purchase Requests. 

Payment processing: With PayPal integration, you get paid 

directly and the sales information gets updated in your account. 
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IF YOU’RE INTERESTED…
https://www.artworkarchive.com/blog
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ARTWORK ARCHIVE CAN HELP

● Sign up for our newsletter at 

https://www.artworkarchive.com/newsletter

● Artwork Archive offers a free 30-day trial. 

● Nonprofits receive a lifetime 30% discount.   

○ Plans start at $29/month.

● Sign up & review features at 

https://www.artworkarchive.com/oma

● Send any questions to elysian@artworkarchive.com

● Videos:  

https://www.youtube.com/user/ArtworkArchive
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https://www.artworkarchive.com/newsletter
https://www.artworkarchive.com/oma
https://www.artworkarchive.com/oma
mailto:elysian@artworkarchive.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/ArtworkArchive


THANK YOU.
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RESOURCES

● Hybrid Work Model Likely to be New Norm in 2021 
● The Unintended Consequences of the HybridWork Model

● What is a Hybrid Work Model and How Do We Make it Work?

● The 5 Hybrid Remote Works Models for Your Business

ARTWORK ARCHIVE ARTICLES
● How One Museum Moved its Exhibitions Online During COVID-19

● 5 Ways to Make Your Art Collection and Exhibit More Accessible to the Public

● Announcing Online Exhibitions and Exhibit Archive

● Art Collection Management on the Go

● 5 Time-Saving Tools for Managing Your Art Collection

● How Digital Solutions are Changing Collection Management

● Tips for Finding the Best Collection Management System

● 10 Reasons Why Art Collections Are Switching to Artwork Archive

LINKS FROM PRESENTATION
● https://www.artworkarchive.com/profile/unlvmuseum

● https://www.unlv.edu/barrickmuseum

● https://www.artworkarchive.com/profile/thelilley

● https://www.unr.edu/art/museum

● https://www.winterparkpaintout.org/paint-out-archives-2020/

● http://polasek.org/cynthia-holmes/

● https://www.artworkarchive.com/rooms/florida-plein-air-collection/18b749 
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https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-news/pages/hybrid-work-model-likely-to-be-new-norm-in-2021.aspx
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackkelly/2021/05/25/the-unintended-consequences-of-the-hybrid-work-model/?sh=4f760d383b69
https://builtin.com/remote-work/hybrid-work-model
https://www.inc.com/rebecca-hinds/the-5-hybrid-remote-works-models-for-your-business.html
https://www.artworkarchive.com/blog/how-one-museum-moved-its-exhibitions-online-during-covid-19
https://www.artworkarchive.com/blog/5-ways-to-make-your-art-collection-and-exhibits-more-accessible-to-the-public
https://www.artworkarchive.com/blog/feature-release-online-exhibitions-and-exhibit-archive-for-organizations
https://www.artworkarchive.com/blog/art-collection-management-on-the-go
https://www.artworkarchive.com/blog/5-time-saving-tools-for-managing-art-collections
https://www.artworkarchive.com/blog/how-digital-solutions-are-changing-collection-management
https://www.artworkarchive.com/blog/tips-for-finding-the-best-collection-management-system
https://www.artworkarchive.com/blog/10-reasons-why-art-collections-are-switching-to-artwork-archive
https://www.artworkarchive.com/profile/unlvmuseum
https://www.unlv.edu/barrickmuseum
https://www.artworkarchive.com/profile/thelilley
https://www.unr.edu/art/museum
https://www.winterparkpaintout.org/paint-out-archives-2020/
http://polasek.org/cynthia-holmes/
https://www.artworkarchive.com/rooms/florida-plein-air-collection/18b749

